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Abstract 
We consider Sutherland's Micropipeline methodology for asynchronous hardware 
systems and highlight problems of design representation. The Rainbow hardware de
sign framework supports such description, simulation and analysis of micropipeline 
systems. It provides a set of sub-languages each offering a different description style. 
Components described in the different sub-languages can be fully integrated within a 
single design. The framework offers abstract design description and rapid simulation 
at a high level for early simulation and analysis. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Over the past three decades, the capabilities of digital hardware systems have in
creased significantly, enabling the production of single-chip VLSI devices compris
ing millions of gates. This progress has been possible not only because of the ad
vancements in circuit fabrication technology but also because of the development of 
highly sophisticated CAD support tools, so that much of the design process can be 
at least partially automated. Fast prototyping, early simulation and experimentation, 
and sophisticated design synthesis tools (Morison & Clarke 1993, Baker 1993) are 
available to the hardware engineer. 

However, most chip level digital systems developed have operated synchronously, 
using a global clocking strategy. The speed of the circuit is determined by the fastest 
clocking rate which can be achieved; this in tum is determined principally by the 
maximum computation times of clocked stages, and by the time taken to distribute 
the clock signal across each device. As faster and larger systems are made possible 
by new fabrication techniques then it becomes increasingly difficult to design fast 
clocked stages and the associated clock distribution networks. 
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A second major concern in hardware design is power consumption, mainly be
cause of the demand for portable battery-operated applications for which modern 
systems are being developed. This directly conflicts with the requirement for high 
speed, since the faster a synchronous system is clocked then the more power it con
sumes - all of the system is drawing power the whole of the time. Novel and com
plex schemes for slowing down the clock or switching off those parts of a system 
which are not required at any particular time are now being employed to increase the 
speed/power ratio. 

Recently, there has been renewed interest in asynchronous design methodologies 
at the chip level*, with the aim of obtaining the high speed but low-power operation 
desired. Different parts of an asynchronous system operate autonomously, with var
ious communication strategies employed to ensure reliable data transfer between 
components. This means that asynchronous system designers are no longer con
strained by limits in clock distribution, or by the clock period determined by worst
case delays through circuit stages. Instead the design of each computing stage can 
often be optimised for typical delay cases, possibly leading to much simpler de
signs. This saves both on design time and on circuit area, which would otherwise be 
required for improving the computation speed in the worst-case. Additionally, be
cause components do not need to operate when they have nothing to compute then 
there will be potentially reduced power consumption. There are also new problems 
introduced when adopting an asynchronous design style. For example, although a 
designer is less constrained through the absence of the global clock, this leaves the 
possibility of introducing deadlock into a circuit, which can be difficult or impos
sible to trace, especially by conventional validation techniques which must rely on 
non-exhaustive simulation. Also, it is more difficult to estimate the performance of 
a system because the speed is no longer governed by the clock, it now being de
termined by the complex interaction of data-dependent delays through the separate 
components of the pipeline. 

The advantages of asynchronous design have been difficult to demonstrate in prac
tice, because of the relatively limited experience so far gained in asynchronous de
sign and the lack of asynchronous design tools, in comparison to those available for 
synchronous systems. For example, the AMULET Group at Manchester have been 
investigating the design of asynchronous code-compatible versions of the ARM pro
cessor (Furber 1995). The first version of the AMULETl processor has offered per
formance only comparable to its synchronous counterpart. However, this apparent 
lack of advantage must be considered in light of the smaller development resources 
available - the synchronous version has evolved over the past ten years whereas 
AMULETl was designed in 3 years - and the current lack of suitable asynchronous 
design support tools. Furthermore the AMULETl has been designed to be code
compatible with the synchronous ARM processor, therefore imposing constraints on 
the design decisions that could be made. All benchmark tests are also oriented to
wards synchronous systems, running the processor at maximum speed. In practice, a 

'In fact, many of the fonner Manchester computer architectures, such as Atlas and MU5, were of asyn
chronous design. 
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processor may be idle for some of the time and it is under these conditions that the 
asynchronous design will have the advantage. 

This renewed interest in asynchronous design has been supported by the emer
gence of novel design methods, in particular the Micropipeline method (Sutherland 
1989), which simplify somewhat the design process by defining reliable methods 
for circuit composition - the AMULET design largely follows this style. Although 
certain asynchronous design methods, such as Philip's Tangram system (van Berkel 
1992), are equipped with design description languages, these have not emerged so 
far for micropipelines, especially for higher-level abstract description (however, a 
Tangram-like approach to micropipeline description is currently being investigated 
at Manchester). For example, with the currently available tools on the AMULET 
project it is necessary to virtually complete a detailed gate-level design description 
before full simulation of the design is possible. Accompanying analysis tools are 
also required for deadlock detection, for estimating performance early in the design 
process, and for functional verification during design transformation and implemen
tation. For example, for the AMULET! design, deadlocks could only be detected by 
extensive simulation together with manual analysis of dataflow(Paver 1994) 

Our project is to develop such an asynchronous hardware description framework 
for micropipelines, called Rainbow, together with the necessary underlying formal 
basis to support the development of formal analysis tools. Our philosophy is to de
velop application-specific representations and techniques and to embed these into a 
conventional hardware development system. The engineer will be able to describe 
designs at the micropipeline level and then simulate these abstract descriptions be
fore having to implement the full low-level circuit. 

The Rainbow framework contains a suite of sub-languages offering a variety of 
design views, so that a multi-view description can be constructed for a single de
sign, using the most appropriate description style for each component. The lan
guages support structural data-flow and algorithmic control-flow descriptions at the 
micropipeline level. Also under development are languages for lower-level descrip
tions where the explicit handshake control signals are visible will also be included, 
and a high-level language for design specification. In the latter, design properties will 
be described using temporal logic and trace specifications. 

In this paper, we first describe micropipelines (section 2), and then show how these 
have been modelled using existing languages, in particular CCS. We then introduce 
Rainbow (section 3) and describe how designs are modelled. Section 3.1 then con
tains an example based on part of the AMULET! processor. Finally the underlying 
semantics for Rainbow is outlined (section 4). 

2 MICROPIPELINES 

The Turing Award Lecture of (Sutherland 1989) describes the Micropipeline ap
proach for achieving modularity and composibility for asynchronous design ele
ments. A micropipeline contains buffers which use a simple request/acknowledge 
handshake communication in order to transfer data from one buffer to the next. State-
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less functional elements are introduced between buffer stages. When one buffer has 
placed a data value on its output then it signals the following buffer via its request 
line. It then waits until it receives an acknowledge signal from the following buffer 
indicating that the data value has been consumed and is no longer needed. The buffer 
can now change the output value by accepting a new value on its input for storage. 
The key to this simple protocol is the bundled-data assumption (Sutherland 1989). 
This ensures that when a request is received, then the data value associated with the 
request is ready for consumption and that it will be maintained until an acknowledge 
is sent. In practice this means that a possibly data-dependent delay needs to be intro
duced so that a request signal is not sent until data is ready, having passed through 
any functional circuits connected to the buffer. If this assumption is satisfied then 
the resulting circuit elements are delay-insensitive (Martin 1990), so that it is easy 
to compose elements operating at different processing speeds and still achieve cor
rect functioning. Note that this would cause considerable difficulties with globally 
clocked synchronous circuits, because all of the stages between buffers would have 
to be specially designed to operate within a single clock cycle. In the asynchronous 
case, the worst that would happen if a particular component was slow to compute 
under certain conditions is that performance would be degraded. 

Another feature of micropipeline circuits is that elastic buffers can be easily con
structed, so that they can store a variable number of values and therefore assist in 
achieving efficient operation of a system - if at some stage one component A is op
erating faster than a component B which follows it, then a micropipeline FIFO can 
be inserted to temporarily absorb the intermediate values until B has had a chance to 
catch up. This frees A to continue processing. At a later stage then B may be running 
faster than A but can then empty the FIFO. This means that the design of components 
may be simplified since they can be designed to operate for an average delay with 
the micropipeline FIFOs acting as temporary sources and sinks. 

There are new problems which now arise, due to this design style having asyn
chronously evolving components operating at different speeds, interspersed with 
elastic buffering. A major consideration is the problem of deadlocks introduced by 
possibly data-dependent feedback or stream combining networks. Therefore new 
analysis tools are required to assist the designer in avoiding this. A second con
sideration is the performance of the system; with components operating at vari
able data-dependent speeds then novel data-flow analysis tools are required so that 
the designer can estimate system performance at a high level. At present the only 
method available to the designer for performance estimation and deadlock detec
tion is via intensive low-level simulation. At the research level, verification tools 
such as SMV (McMillan 1992) or Petri nets (Yakovlev, Varshavsky, Marakhovsky & 
Semenov 1995) are being developed and performance estimation techniques using 
timed process algebra have been investigated (Tofts 1996). 

Let us now describe the operation of a micropipeline in more detail, in order to 
highlight the problems involved in design representation. Figure 1 shows a two
stage micropipeline without any intermediate function. This consists of a datapath, 
with two buffers holding data values x and y. Data is input via do and output via 
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Figure 1 Basic Micropipeline 

d2, transferring between the latches via dl. The remainder of the circuit shows the 
request/acknowledge control, which can be implemented via transition-signalling 
(Sutherland 1989). The exact value of the control signals is not important, only that 
they have changed. It is therefore only necessary to consider events in the control. 
Micropipeline components are constructed from basic control and data elements. For 
example, in the two buffers, C-gates perform event conjunction on control signals: 
only when an event has been detected on both inputs does an event occur on the out
put. The latches then store data values, being controlled by the request/acknowledge 
events. Other low-level event control elements are described in (Sutherland 1989). 

Consider how the micropipeline outputs y and then moves x from buffer P to buffer 
Q. The signal diagram in Figure 1 shows the ordering relation between events, with 
bullets indicating when event occur on the control wires. First, Q makes y available 
on output d2, and is then able to signal on r2 that y is ready. The component connected 
to the output can receive y and when it has done this it can send an acknowledge on 
a2. Buffer Q is now free to accept x on its input. Meanwhile independently buffer P 
has placed x on its output dl and has signalled a request on rl. The acknowledge a2 
and request rl are combined in the C-gate to signal that x can be latched in buffer Q; 
then the new request is sent on r2 and an acknowledge on al. Buffer P is now able to 
accept a new value, when the next request signal arrives on roo At this stage, buffer 
Q is now storing x and buffer P is 'empty'. 

A slightly more complex circuit is shown in Figure 2. The internal details of the 
data-path and control-path elements have been hidden in each micropipeline com
ponent, although the external request/acknowledge controls for each communication 
channel are still visible. The circuit contains three buffers: the output from buffer A 
is copied by the duplicate element Dup to both channel curr and to buffer B. These 
are then fed into an adder function Add which writes its result into buffer C. The 
result is then fed back to A. Assume that A contains the value 1 and B contains the 
value o. This means that the values from Dup will be consumed at different times. 
When Dup receives a request from A then it sends requests to both curr and B. Now 
Dup will wait until it receives acknowledges from both of curr and B before sending 
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Acid 

Figure 2 Micropipeline Circuit for Fibonacci Calculator 

the acknowledge to A. The function element Add waits until both of its inputs are 
available before calculating the result and sending a request on its output to buffer 
C. When C accepts the value, it sends an acknowledge to Add, which can then send 
acknowledges both to B, and to Dup for channel curro One copy from Dup has now 
been consumed, with A still containing the value 1, B empty and C now containing 1. 
In the next cycle, B can now accept the second copy of 1 produced by Dup and send 
back an acknowledge. Dup is now finally able to acknowledge A since both output 
values have now been consumed. 

Since the output from C is fed back to A, the resulting circuit calculates the series 
of Fibonacci numbers - curr supplies the current number and B supplies the last 
number in the series. This relies of course on the values supplied by Dup being 
consumed independently. 

2.1 Low-level Modelling of Micropipelines 

Formally based models of micropipelines usually capture the request/acknowledge 
control signalling between components, ignoring data as far as possible. This has 
been utilised with some success in (Liu 1995) when constructing models of the 
AMULET! processor using CCS. Having constructed these models, then the stan
dard tools in the Concurrency Workbench (Cleaveland, Parrow & Steffen 1989) were 
used to check for deadlock. 

For example, the behaviour of an initially full single-place buffer would be repre
sented by the following CCS term: 

But !l=. rout. aout . rin . ain . But 

where rin, ain and rout, aout are the request/acknowledge pairs on the input and 
output of the buffer, respectively. But receives the input request rin and then im
mediately acknowledges this with ain thereby releasing the element connected to its 
input so that it can continue with further processing. The buffer then sends out a re
quest rout to indicate that it has a data item ready for output - it then waits until it 
receives aout, indicating that the item has been consumed by the element connected 
to its output, before returning to its original empty state. 

An initially empty buffer is represented by: 
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BufEmpty !C=. rin . ain . rout. fibout . aout . BUfEmpty 

The output action fibout is present so that the CCS control model for the Fibonacci 
circuit contains at least one external port; otherwise it will appear to be deadlocked. 

A Duplicate node would be modelled by the following CCS term: 

Dup !C=. rin. (rlout . (r2out . (alout . a20ut . ain . Dup 
+ a20ut . alout . ain. Dup) 

+ alout . r20ut . a20ut . ain. Dup) 
+ r20ut . (rlout . (alout . a20ut . ain . Dup 

+ a20ut . alout. ain. Dup) 
+ a2out. rlout . alout . ain. Dup)) 

Dup receives an input request rin and then needs to interleave the output req/ack 
signals (i.e. rin, ain, rout, aout) as long as rin and rout precede ain and aout, respec
tively, before sending an acknowledge for its input ain. Similarly the two-input adder 
can receive its inputs in either order: 

Add !C=. rlin. r2in . Addl + r2in. rlin . Addl 

Addl !C=. rout. aout . (alin . a2in . Add + a2in . alin . Add) 

Having received an acknowledge aout for its output, representing that the value out
put by Add has been consumed, the agent Addl sends acknowledges to both inputs, 
again in either order. 

In order to model the circuit of Figure 2 then three instances of Buf would need 
to be placed in parallel with Dup and Add: 

Fib !C=. (Buj[chlr/rout,chla/aout,ch7r/rin,ch7a/ain] I 
Dup[chlr / rin, chla/ ain, ch2r /r2out, ch2a/ a2out, ch3r /r lout, ch3a/ alout] I 
Bu j[ ch2r / rin, ch2a / ain, ch4r / raut , ch4a/ aout] I 
Add[ch3r /rlin, ch3a/ alin, ch4r /r2in, ch4a/ a2in, ch5r /raut, ch5a/ aout] I 
BujEmpty[ch5r/rin,ch5a/ain, ch7r/rout, ch7a/aout] 
) \ {chlr, chla, ch2r, ch2a, ch3r, ch3a, ch4r, ch4a, ch5r, ch5a, ch7r, ch7a} 

The CCS model operates at the explicit request/acknowledge level, encoding each 
micropipeline communication handshake directly as a sequence of req/ack events. 
This means that careful attention needs to be paid during construction of the model 
in order to control combinatorial explosion in the state-space of the composite CCS 
terms, by removing request/acknowledge interleavings (Tofts, Liu & Birtwistle 1996), 
applying similar ideas to those used in partial order state-space reduction (Godefroid 
1996). 
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3 THE RAINBOW APPROACH 

Micropipeline modelling techniques such as CCS expose all of the internal operation 
of the request/acknowledge handshake, potentially leading to rapid growth in the 
state-space of the resulting terms. Special state-space reduction techniques must then 
be employed to remove as many of the interleavings as possible. The strategy is 
to make use of the generic expressiveness of CCS by capturing the micropipeline 
handshake via a suitable encoding, and then to analyse the result with the aim of 
producing tractably sized models. 

Our approach is to start by constructing a set of design representation languages so 
that a user can describe a system using the most appropriate view. For micropipeline 
designs then a structural data-flow representation is provided, where the micropipeline 
handshake communication is used as the atomic communication in the language, its 
behaviour being captured directly by the semantics of the language. This represents 
an abstract modelling approach as opposed to one using encodinglhiding. It means 
that data transfer is considered as an atomic event within the model, instead of en
coding it as a sequence of request/acknowledge events. Therefore each channel in 
the language models a complete bundled-data micropipeline connection, abstracting 
away from the explicit request/acknowledge/data channels visible in the CCS model. 
By adopting this approach we aim to construct smaller models from the outset, in
stead of having to continually apply state-space reduction techniques to control the 
growth. These reductions essentially come for free by being inherent in the language. 
Furthermore, since we capture dataflow, we have functional analysis capabilities, as 
well as control analysis. 

We have developed a language called Green for directly describing micropipeline 
networks. This static dataflow language uses explicit fixed length buffers for intro
ducing state, together with stateless functional elements and data stream controllers 
for controlling the flow of data through the various pipelines. A textual version of 
Green allows the designer to define complex data types and expressions in the usual 
way, as well as providing a dataflow network description constructs. It uses some
what similar primitives to other dataflow languages (Delgado Kloos 1987), including 
merge and split for dataflow control, arbitrate for (internal) non-deterministic stream 
merging, as well as buffers and pure functional units. A Table construct provides a 
large degree of flexibility in the description of dataflow components, so that an el
ement can control the consumption and generation of data values on its input and 
output streams. The network descriptions can also be constructed using a graphical* 
version of Green resulting in hierarchical dataflow diagrams of a design, possibly 
with embedded textual fragments. The two formats of the language are interchange
able. 

In addition to these structural dataflow languages, other views of a design can 

'Engineers often explain the behaviour of a design using sketches, similar to those that can now be gener
ated with Graphical Green. For example, the AMULET engineers use the sketch shown later in Figure 6 
to explain the dataflow within the AMULETl address interface; this is similar to the Graphical Green 
description given in Figure 4. 
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be created by using different specialised languages. The Yellow language supports 
algorithmic style descriptions, by including sequencing. It is a CSP-like language, 
but uses an Ada-like rendezvous communication. Again, communication between 
elements uses micropipeline handshaking. 

The Red language will support design specification, utilising trace descriptions 
and/or temporal logic to describe system behaviour abstractly. In contrast, the Blue 
language will actually expose the internal working of the micropipe1ine communi
cation, allowing the designer access to the request/acknowledge control signalling, 
resulting in descriptions similar to those shown for CCS. 

These languages will be fully integrated at the semantic level, so that design anal
ysis can be conducted in any Rainbow fragment. This also allows mixed-view de
scriptions of a design to be constructed and simulated within Yellow, Green and 
Blue. For example, a Green network description will be able to instantiate a Yellow 
description in one of its components, or vice versa. This reflects the way in which 
hardware engineers are observed to develop a design description: a structural archi
tectural diagram is built showing the overall structure of a system; this could be given 
in Green in our system. The detailed implementation of individual blocks is not fully 
described at this stage, but just their externally visible behaviour is described; Yellow 
would be used for these parts . At this stage, the design can be simulated so that the 
engineers can experiment with different configurations at an early stage. Then, each 
sub-block can be developed in turn, replacing the Yellow behavioural descriptions 
with Green network implementations. Integration of the different sub-languages of 
Rainbow is achieved via the underlying uniform formal semantics, provided by APA 
as described in section 4. 

As an example, the micropipeline circuit in Figure 2 can be represented by the 
Green network shown in Figure 3, where each request/data/acknowledge bundled 
data connection is replaced by a single channel. This gives the complete description 
of the system, i.e. including the datapath, so that the same model can be used for 
simulation, analysis, functional and control verification, and later for translation into 
hardware. Figure 3 shows the annotated design during a simulation; the channel la-

Figure 3 Graphical Green Network for Fibonacci Calculator 

bels with a light background indicate values that have successfully been transferred, 
and the labels with a dark background show values that are ready to be transferred 
but are currently blocked. Refer to (Barringer, Fellows, Gough, Jinks, Marsden & 
Williams 1996) for more details of the Green editing and simulation tools. 

Alternatively, an equivalent textual version of Figure 3 can be given: 
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green Fib(value a,b,c) = { 
chan chj 
fun Add(x,y) = x+y. 
ch » Buf(a) » DupO » 

}j 

{ » I I Buf(b) } » Add() 
» Buf(c) » ch $ 

The pipe operator '»' simply passes values from the output(s) of one elements to 
the input(s) of the next element. If there is more than one input/output stream then 
these can evolve independently. For example the 'Dup' element generates two out
put streams containing copies of its input - these values are received independently 
by the following elements, one an identity indicated by » and the second buffer 
Buf (b), which are placed in parallel using' II'. A local channel ch connects the 
output buffer to the input. The user-defined function Add 0 adds its two inputs to
gether. The following is part of a trace giving the behaviour of Fib (2,1, -); it has 
no inputs or outputs so there are no values labelling the transitions. The behaviour 
of the circuit is therefore monitored by examining the values stored in the 3 buffers; 
the three arguments to Fib represent the states of buffers A, B and C, respectively: 

Fib(2,1,-) 
--t Fib(2, -,3) --t Fib( -,2,3) --t Fib(3,2, -) 
--t Fib(3, -,5) --t Fib ( -,3,5)--t 

Fib(5,3,-)--t1 Fib(5,-,8) l-t Fib(-,5,8)(*) 

--t Fib(8,5, -) 

Here, '-' indicates that a buffer is empty. Notice how first of all a value is written 
into buffer C, consuming the value stored in buffer B, together with one of the copies 
produced by the 'Dup' element, leaving buffer B empty. Then, the second copy is 
written to buffer B, with buffer A emptying at the same time. Buffer C can then 
write the result back to buffer A and the evaluation cycle can begin again. The boxed 

state 'I Fib(5, -, 8) I' corresponds to that shown in Figure 3; the derivation of the two 

transitions in row (*) is described in more detail in section 4. 
This behaviour is in contrast to that which would be produced using an encod

ing of micropipeline communication such as CCS, where the interleaving of all of 
the request/acknowledge signals would have to be generated and then removed by 
considering equivalences between states. This is achieved directly in Rainbow by 
defining a micropipeline behaviour for components and composition operators. 
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3.1 Abstract Model of Address Interface 

Figure 4 shows a larger Rainbow design example based on a simplified version of the 
AMULET! address interface (Paver 1994). This is used to illustrate how mixed-view 
hierarchical descriptions can be created in Rainbow'. The design generates increas-

NcwAddr 

Figure 4 Graphical Green Network for Address Interface 

ing sequences of PC instruction addresses, output to both PC Pipe and Memory, 
by cycling values in the 'Inc - PCStore - MAR' loop, with Inc incrementing the 
value each time. Also, new address values can be input asynchronously via NewAddr, 
giving the address for data output to memory, multiple load/store (LSM), or to take 
a branch; here, the necessary control information is also supplied along with the ad
dress values. An arbiter is therefore required to merge the circulating PC values with 
the new inputs. Data address values do not enter the loop. Multiple load/store (LSM) 
memory addresses are calculated by inputting the base address into the loop and 
then following the' Inc - LSM Reg - MAR' path for the required number of times 
(which we assume to be fixed at 15 here), while the PC generation is suspended. 
Once finished the LSM address is discarded and PC generation resumes. A branch 
is performed by inserting the branch address into the loop and discarding the old PC 
value. 

In this Green implementation the ArbMux block acts as the main dataflow con-

• A structural description of the address interface is given here, and so the design contains schematic and 
textual fragments of Green. 
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troller. We concentrate on this block and give a textual Green description, containing 
dataflow fragments, tables and functions: 

type colour 
type kind 
type range 
type pcAddr 

= enum(black, white); 
= enum(oldpc, newpc, newdata, Ism); 

[0 .. 1024] ; type address 
= (colour, range); type val 

type lsmCount = [0 .. 15]; 
type lsmCtrl = enum(pcloop,lsmloop,throwlsm); 
type lsmState = enum(nolsm, inlsm); 

green ArbMux (input pcval: address; 
input newval: val; 
output outval: val; 
output lsmctrl: lsmCtrl) = { 

= union(range,pcAddr); 
= union(kind,address); 

function frompc(value v: address): val = {(oldpc, v)}; 

chan arbval: val; chan oc: colour; 

arbitrate frompc(pcval) I I newval end_arbitrate » arbval $ 
{arbval I I oc} » ArbMuxControl() » 

{lsmctrl I I outval I I buffer(2,black»> oc} $ 
}; //ArbMux 

ArbMux merges the PC stream pcval and the new input stream newval using an 
arbiter; a flag is attached so the following controllers can determine the source of 
the arbiter output arbval. Figure 5 shows the table ArbMuxControl, which deter
mines whether arbval should be passed on or thrown away. The PC value is tagged 
with a 'colour' which changes when a branch is taken, so that obsolete PC values 
circulating in the loop can be discarded. ArbMuxControl passes on the 'kind' of 
address to LSMControl so that the dataflow controllers LSMSpli t and LSMMux can 
correctly direct the address; the latter also discards the final address in an LSM op
eration. Each row in the table contains an input pattern (to the left of the '=>'), to 

table ArbMuxControl (input newval: val; 

var v: range; 
var nc: colour; 

(newdata, v), 
or (newpc, (nc, 
or (oldpc, (nc, 
or (oldpc, (nc, 
or (Ism, v), 

}; 

input oc: colour; 
output lsmctrl: kind; 
output newaddr: val; 
output newcol: colour) { 

=> newdata, 
v», oc => newpc, 
v», oc when (nc == oc) => oldpc, 
v» , oc when (nc != oc) => -

=> Ism, 

(newdata, 
(newpc, 
(oldpc, 
, 

(Ism, 

Figure 5 Green Table for ArbMuxControl 

v), 
(nc, v», nc 
(nc, v», oc 

oc 
v) , 
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be matched against values on the input streams. The when clauses in the specify 
additional guards. When there is a match, then the values for the output streams 
are generated, determined by the expression list to the right of '=>'. Each pattern 
contains literals such as oldpc, variables such as oc that bind to the value on the 
same-name input stream, or '-' which means that a value is not required on that 
particular input channel - if a value is present on a channel whose entry contains 
'-' in a successful pattern-match, then that input will simply not be consumed. The 
outputs in each row consist of expressions which utilise the variables bound in that 
row. Alternatively, '-' can again be used to mean that no value is to be written to an 
output stream. For example, the last row in ArbMuxControl is executed when the 
pattern (lsm, v)) is on input newval; no value is required on input oc. In this case, 
the control value lsm is output to channellsmctrl, the value (lsm, v) is output 
to channel newaddr but no value is output to channel newcol. This row is executed 
when the address interface receives a new LSM base address from input NewAddr. 

The full description for ArbMux appears in the appendix. 
It is interesting to observe that the kind of schematic shown in Figure 4 also reflects 

the way the AMULET engineers wish to view a design when mentally analysing 
datapath activity and explaining its operation. For example, Figure 6 shows a typical 

T. 

"' .... 

Figure 6 Diagram of Address Interface used by AMULET 

diagram as used in the literature for AMULETl (Paver 1994). 

4 FORMAL SEMANTICS OF RAINBOW: APA 

APA is a process algebra designed for representing the behaviour of asynchronous 
systems described in Rainbow. It has some similarities to standard process algebras, 
such as CCS (Milner 1989), CSP (Hoare 1985) or LOTOS (Bolognesi & Brinksma 
1987), using some familiar process operators and a semantics defined operationally 
using SOS-style transition rules. However, the composition operators have been de
signed to support bundled-data micropipeline communication - the communica
tion primitives involved use an Ada-like rendezvous, and their semantics resem
bles the Ada semantics presented in (Li 1982). APA supports value-passing and 
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has richly-structured transition labels, similar to those used in our previous work 
on the hardware design language ELLA and EPA (Barringer, Gough, Monahan & 
Williams 1996). For example, the action '(Ch4?5,ch5?3 / Ch6!8)' shows the values 5 
and 3 being input on channels Ch4 and Ch5 respectively, with the simultaneous output 
on channel Ch6 of the value 8. To aid readability, when both input and output bindings 
are needed, they are separated by , / '. These features lead to a compact semantic 
representation of Rainbow designs, providing the basis for simulation formal anal
ysis. The development of APA extends our work of developing application-specific 
process algebraic semantic representations which naturally express the semantics of 
the source language at the most suitable level. This reduces the amount of encoding 
which would be necessary if already existing general process algebras were used, 
helping to clarify rather than obscure the intended meaning of Rainbow. 

We make a distinction between the process terms, which model hardware system 
connectivity, and the embedded action algebra for modelling data. The actions are 
input/output maps, from channels to value expressions. There is also a 'zero' action 
181 for representing 'chaos' - any trace containing a zero action will be considered 
to be improper and will be ignored during subsequent analysis. This simplifies the 
definition of the APA transition rules. 

The constructs available in APA reflect those available in Rainbow, including 
buffers, duplicators, merge/split and functions. The combinators include parallel, 
pipe and process call, which behave in a similar way to the corresponding opera
tors described in other standard process algebras such as CSP or CCS. For example, 
the APA parallel operator combines the transition labels of the two component pro
cesses by matching input and output channels, as in CCS. However, its operation is 
slightly more complicated because of the map structure of the transition labels; if the 
values carried by same-name channels do not match then a chaos transition labelled 
by 181 results. 

For Green communication, APA provides the pipe operator with implicit chan
nel naming, as well allowing explicitly named channels. Instead of using explicit 
control channels, micropipeline communication is modelled directly by introducing 
'postponed' input/output actions. When all of the inputs to the construct are avail
able, then the body can begin execution and the outputs are generated. Consumption 
of the inputs is then postponed until the body has completed and all of the outputs 
have been consumed. 

APA is used to provide a single uniform semantics for all of the Rainbow sub
languages, thereby supporting interworking - suitable translations from Rainbow 
into APA are defined. As may be expected, much of the translation is straightfor
ward, since many Rainbow components have exact counterparts in APA. Channel 
declarations and scoping rules simply translate into channel hiding in APA. 

To illustrate the behaviour of APA and its relation to the Rainbow languages, we 
use the Green network in Figure 3 for the Fibonacci calculator, and derive the tran
sition from 'Fib(5,3, -)' to 'Fib( -,5,8)'. We give instances of transition rules for 
the various basic elements used and then compose these using rules for pipe and par-
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allel*. The following transition rules show how a full buffer can output its value to 
become empty, and vice versa*: 

11[3]~ 11[-] 11[-] c~?s) 11[8] 

We can also perform a 'postponed' action, such as '(chi !5)', where a process term 
indicates that it can potentially perform a particular transition, but it does not actually 
change state: 

11[5] (chI '5) ) 11[5] 

The 'Dup' process can produce its outputs independently, storing the other uncon
sumed action for output later: 

Note that the input action is postponed and is therefore not consumed at this stage. 
The functions simply accept their input value(s) and calculate the output in a single 
step: 

Add ci4?5, chs?3/ Clio'S) Add Id Ch2?5 / chs'5 ) Id 

These components can now be assembled using pipe and parallel operators, whose 
behaviours are illustrated in the following transition rules: 

ld Ch2?5 / chs'5 ) ld 

'8[3J ~ '8[-J 
~~------------------------

ld I '8[3] Ch2?5 / chs'5,ch4'3 ) ld I '8[-] 

'Further details of Rainbow are available from the project web-site, which is regularly updated, URL: 
http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/fmethods/projects/AHV-PROJECT/ahv-project.html 
'For the purposes of this paper, we present each component transition with the input/output channels 
already renamed, so that it is easier to match corresponding actions. For example, in the first buffer transi
tion, the output channel for the buffer has already been renamed Ch3, and in the second the input channel 
to the buffer has been renamed Ch6' 
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For the parallel operator, each component can evolve independently. For the pipe 
operator, the output(s) of the first component must match the input( s) ofthe following 
component. These separate stages can now be assembled, again using the pipe rule: 

[ Ch2!5 [ 1l 5) > > Dup -=---t 1l 5) > > DUPchl!5 
ld 11l[3) Ch2?5 / Ch5!5,ch4!3 ) Id 11l[-) 

Add ch4?5, chs?3 / Ch6!8 ) Add 

1l[-] c~?8) 1l[8] 
~--------------------------------------

1l[5] » Dup » (Id 11l[3]) » Add » 1l[-] » 
~ 

1l[5] » DUPch2!5 » (Id 11l[-]) » Add » 1l[8) 

Therule has been applied several times, so that all of the components are 'con
nected'. The effect of the transition is for the adder to compute the next Fibonacci 
number (5+3) and store this in buffer C, with buffer B emptying. One of the values 
from the Dup element has been consumed, the second is ready to be written to buffer 
B in the next step. The two transitions for calculating the next Fibonacci number are 
as follows: 

1l[5] » Dup » (Id 11l[3J) » Add » 1l[-] 
~ 1l[5) » DUPo2!5 » (ld 11l[-]) » Add » 1l[8) 
~ 1l[-] » Dup » (Id 11l[-J) » Add » 1l[8] 

5 SUMMARY 

We have outlined the problems encountered in hardware design and the potential 
benefits of adopting an asynchronous design style in comparison to the traditional 
synchronous approach. In particular, Sutherland's Micropipeline design methodol
ogy is considered. However, the advantages of asynchronous design are not observed 
in practice, due to the current lack of adequate design representation languages and 
support tools comparable to those available for synchronous design. The problems 
encountered when applying generic description languages are illustrated, leading to 
inefficient representations because of the low level at which the encoding must be 
given. We introduce the Rainbow design framework in order to raise the level of de
scription to that of micropipelines -- the primitives of the languages operate at the 
micropipeline level. The potential advantage of this approach has been illustrated 
by showing the efficient semantic representation achievable. Rainbow offers mixed
view descriptions so that different parts of a design can be described in the most 
appropriate way. Smooth interfacing between elements is attained by defining the 
semantics uniformly via a single underlying process algebra APA. Prototype design 
editing and animation tools have been developed for the Green fragment of Rainbow; 
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integration with Yellow is in progress. APAlRainbow will also provide the basis for 
the development of formal analysis tools. 
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APPENDIX 1 TEXTUAL GREEN ARBMUX FOR ADDRESS 
INTERFACE 

type colour enum(black, IIhite); 
type kind enum(oldpc, nellpc, nelldata, Ism); 
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type range [0 .. 1024] ; type address = union(range,pcAddr); 
type pcAddr (colour, range); type val = union(kind,address); 

type lsmCount [0 .. 15]; 
type lsmCtrl enum(pcloop,lsmloop,throlllsm); 
type lsmState enum(nolsm, inlsm); 

green ArbMux (input pcval: 
input nellval: 
output outval: 
output Ismctrl: 

address; 
val; 
val; 
lsmCtrl) 

table ArbMuxControl (input nellVal: val; 

{ 

input oc: colour; 
output lsmctrl: kind; 
output nelladdr: val; 
output nellcol: colour) { 

var v: range; 
var nc: colour; 

(nelldata, v), => nelldata, 
or (nellpc, (nc, v)), oc => nellpc, 
or (oldpc, (nc, v)) , oc IIhen (nc oc) => oldpc, 
or (oldpc, (nc, v)) , oc IIhen (nc != oc) => -
or (Ism, v) , => Ism, 

}; 

function frompc(value v: address): val {(oldpc, v)}; 

chan arbval: val; chan oc: colour; 

(nelldata, v), 
(nellpc, (nc, 
(oldpc, (nc, 

(lsm, v), 

arbitrate frompc(pcval) I I nellval end_arbitrate » arbval $ 
{arbval II oc} » ArbMuxControl() 

» {lsmctrl I I out val I I buffer(2,black»> oc} $ 
}; I/ArbMux 

green LSMControl (input tag: kind; 
output actrl: lsmCtrl; 
output bctrl: lsmCtrl) { 

table LSMCtl (input state: lsmState; 
input tag: kind; 
input count: lsmCount; 
output nellstate: lsmState; 
output actrl: lsmCtrl; 
output bctrl: lsmCtrl; 
output nellcount: lsmCount) 

nolsm, Ism, => 
or nolsm, nelldata, - => 
or nolsm, tag, => 
or inlsm, - count IIhen count>O => 
or inlsm, - count IIhen count==O => 

{ 

inlsm, lsmloop, 
nolsm, -
nolsm, pcloop, 
inlsm, lsmloop, 
nolsm, -

pcloop, 
pcloop, 
pcloop, 
lsmloop, 
throlllsm, 

v)), nc 
v)), oc 

oc 

15 

count-1 
-
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}; 

chan lsmstate: lsmState; 
chan count: lsmCount; 

{lsmstate I I tag I I count} » LSMCtl() » {buffer(2,-) » lsmstate I I 
actrl II bctrl II 
buffer(2,-) » count}$ 

}; //LSMControl 

table LSMSpli t (input ctrl: lsmCtrl; 
input addr: address; 
output lsmval: address; 
output pcval: address) { 

pcloop, x => - x 
or lsmloop, x => x, -

}; 

table LSMMux (input ctrl: lsmCtrl; 
input lsmval: address; 
input pcval: val; 
output a: val) = { 

pcloop, pcval => pcval 
or lsmloop, lsmval, - => (Ism, Ismval) 
or throlllsm, lsmval, - => -

}; 

table MemCopy (input nellval: 
output outp: 
output pcloop: 

var tag: kind; 
var x: address; 

(nelldata, x) => x, -
or (tag, x) => x, x 

}; 

val; 
address; 
address) { 


